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1.Introduction
LetSbethe^‑dimensionalunitsphere.Onitweconsidern+1spheresS/(i=1,2,...,n+1)
whichareofdimension(n‑1)andwhichcontacteachother.Thentherearetwospheres
whicharetangenttoallofthese′l1spheres,oneofwhichissu汀oundedbyallofthemand
theotherofwhichsurroundsallofthem.Wedenotethesetwospheresbythesamenotation
Sq.LetdenotetheradiiofS;byrtfori=0,1,2,...,n+1.Incaseofthe^‑dimensional
EuclideanspaceR,therearealotofstudiesonSo(forexample,see[1],[2],[3],[4],and[5]),
●
anditisknownthattheradiiofn+2mutuallytangentspheresenjoytheformula
･1)薫‡〕n+¥
‑x
i=｡
Inthispaperweinvestigateaproblemoffindingananalogousformulato(1)which
holdsbetweenthese〟+2radiiofmutuallytangentspheresonS〝.Asaresultofourinvesti‑
gation,weobtainthefollowingresult.
●

Main Theorem.

･2)

薫cotrJ ‑n〔薫COt Ti+2

As far as the author has searched previous studies on this problem, it seems that this formula
was first obtained in [4]. In [4] the formula (2) was proved by a direct computation. In this
paper

we

present

an

alternative

proof

which

reduces

the

problem

on

S〝

to

a

corresponding

●

one in R by a stereographic projection. In course of such a reduction, we find a somewhat
●

●

interesting property about the stereographic projection which will be stated in Proposition 1
of section 4.
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2. Preliminary lemmas
In this section we prepare several elementary lemmas, which will be used in later sec‑
tions.

Lemma 1. Assume thatan (n + ¥) (n + I)‑ symmetric matrixA = (au) is non‑negative
definite. Then there exist (n + ¥)‑dimensional vectors a, (i = 1, 2,...,rc + I) such thatay = a/* ay
for

all

i,

j,

where

the

notation

"

"

denotes

for

the

innerproduct

of

two

vectors.

Furthermore,

ifA is singulaぢthen there exist n‑dimensional vectors a, (i = 1, 2,…,n + I) which satisfy the

same relation.

Proof. Since we can prove the first part of the lemma in a similar way to the second part of
●

it, we present only a proof for the second part. SinceA is a singular non‑negative matrix, there
exists an orthogonal matrix P and non‑negative numbers αi (i = 1, 2,..., n) such that

P AP‑diag(aua2...,an,0) ,
where diag(α1, α2,‑, α〃, 0) denotes a diagonal matrix with its diagonal entries being α1, α2‑,
●

αn and 0, and P denotes the transpose of P. Now we consider the following multiplication of

two matrices:

FdiagU石,J右,‑,J右,0.
Since the (n + 1) ‑th column vector of this matrix equals zero, there exist n‑dimensional row
vectors a,‑ (i= 1, 2,..., n + 1) suchthat
0

1

0

2
03

p diagf^,^右,...,序,o)
+

ー

日日日二

a

Accordingly we have

which

implies

that

ay

=

a,一

a,

for

all

/,j.

Thus

the

proof

is

completed.
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In the following sections we use two in + 1) × (n + 1) ‑matrices A = (ay) andA(u) ‑ (saj(u))
where

1+tf for/=j

an

(3)

for/≠j
〃

〃
トり

2
+
l

fori‑j
●

1

2
以

以
Eid

.〜
Jrl

し

Lり
+

日日

aij(u) =

t
+

(4)

2

｢

i‑1+titj

fori≠J
●

●

Then, putting
n+¥

n+¥

Tl‑∑tt and T2‑∑ti.

(5)

/=!

i=¥

we can express the characteristic polynomials of these matrices as follows.

Lemma 2.

(6)

det(A‑coln+x) ‑ (2‑CQ)n‑]uo2‑co{T2 ‑(ォー3)}

･{T12 ‑(n‑1)72 ‑2(n‑1)}
(7)

det(A(〟))一叫汁1 )

‑ (2‑co)n‑]¥o)2 ‑(o{2uTi ‑(n‑3)‑(n+l)u2}
‑{ 2((/i+¥)T2 +2(n+1)‑7I2)‑4m7] +2(n‑1)]¥.
Proof. As is easily seen, these characteristic polynomials are symmetric functions of vari‑
ables Jf 0 =1, 2,...,〟 + 1) and also they are quadratic polynomials ofJi. Acoordingly we can
expresse them as
c¥T¥ +c2T2+c>iT¥+C4
where c¥9 C2, C3 and c4 are constants. Note that, in case of (7), these constants may depend on
u. Then, setting appropriate particular values to variables u (i = 1, 2,...,n + 1) several times, we
can easily determine these constants. Thus the proof is completed.

′■■′
●

Lemma 2 implies the following property about A.

Lemma 3. In order that the matrix A is non‑negative definite, it is necessary and sufficient
that the condition
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T12 ≧(n‑1)T2+2(n‑1).

〜

Proof. Because ofLemma 2, the matrix A has eigenvalues 2 with multiplicity n ‑ 1 and
moreover, eigenvalues which are equal to two (possibly identical) roots of the following
quadratic equation of co,
(9)

co'‑co(T2 ‑(n‑3))+ 7]2 ‑(n‑1)72 ‑2(n‑1))‑0.

The determinantofthe quadratic equation (9) is equal to (Tz +n+ 1) ‑47]. Since 71 ≦ (n+ l)T2
by the Cauchy‑Schwarz inequality, this determinant is always non‑negative. Now, if the qua‑
dratic equation (9) has two non‑negative roots, then the condition (8) obviously holds. Con‑
versely, if the condition (8) holds, then {n+¥)T2 ≧ T12 ≧(n‑1)(72 +2), from which follows
T2 ≧ n ‑ ¥. Accordingly, the quadratic equation (9) has two non‑negative roots. Thus the proof
is completed.

For the matrix A(u) defined by (4), we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Assume that the condition (8) holds and u satisfies a quadratic equation

(10)

'((ォ+¥)T2

+2(n+1)‑7]2)‑AuT{

+2(n‑1)‑0.

＼

Then, the matrix A(u) is singular and non‑negative definite.

Proof. Because of Lemma 2 the matrix A(u) has eigenvalues 2 with multiplicity n ‑ 1 and
moreover, eigenvalues which are equal to two (possibly identical) roots of the following
quadratic equation of co:

(ll)

C0 ‑0)[2uT] ‑(n‑3)‑(n+l)u2}
‑{w2((n+l)T2 +2(n+l)‑ri2)‑4M7i +2(n‑1)}‑0.

Since u satisfies the quadratic equation (10), the quadratic equation (ll) reduces to

cO'‑O){2uTl ‑(n‑3)‑(n+l)u2¥‑o
and thus it has two roots 0 and 2uT¥ ‑(n‑3)‑(n+¥)u. Consequently, in order to prove the
lemma, it suffices to show that
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12

2w7i‑(n‑3)‑(n+lK ≧0.

By the way, the determinant of the quadratic equation (10) is equal to
2(/i+l)(7r ‑(n‑1)72 ‑2(/t‑1)) ,

which is non‑negative by the assumption (8). Accordingly the quadratic equation (10) has
two (possibly identical) positive roots. Denote the smaller root of it by uj. Then, solving (10)
explicitly, we have
271
2ォi7i

=

2(n‑1)

4T{ ‑2(n‑1)(s+2(n+l))
>
(13)

2{n‑¥)‑‑

〃‑3,

where s=(n+l)T2 ‑T{. Now we return to (12). Then, using (10), we get

2uiTi ‑(n‑3)‑(n+l)uf =

(2wi7i ‑(n‑3))s+4(n+l)
s+2(n+l)

which is positive by (13). Thus we have completed the proof.

3. Condition for the existence of w+1 mutually tangent spheres
Since S has a finite volume, if radii ofn + 1 mutually tangent spheres are too large, then it

is impossible for these spheres to exist on S. In this section we shall state a necessary and suffi‑
cient condition for the existence of them. Denote the centers of spheres S/ by (a/, bi) (i = 1, 2,..., n + 1),
where a, 's are ^‑dimensional vectors and bt 's are real numbers such that ¥a¥ +bf = I. Fur‑
thermore, letting t/ = cot r,‑, we introduce T¥ and T2 which are defined by (5).

Theorem 1. In order that there exist n + 1 mutually tangent spheres on S , it is necessary
●

and sufficient that the following condition holds:
(14)

≧(n‑¥)T2 +2(n‑¥).

Proof. First suppose that n+l mutually tangent spheres S/ (i = 1,..., n + 1) exist. Since they
are tangent each other,

fori‑j

(15

a{一

a,‑

+fe/fc

=

cosfo+ry) for/≠j
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Now we introduce the matrix A defined by (3). Since the condition (15) is obviously equiva‑
lentto

｡亘,

∂,j ‑君･;.告･告,

where si = sin r｣‑, A is non‑negative definite. So that, from Lemma 3, the condition (14)
follows.
Conversely, we assume the condition (14). Then, by Lemma 3, A is non‑negative de丘mte.
Accordingly, because ofLemma 1, there exist (n + 1) ‑dimensional vectors (a,‑, ｣,‑) (i ‑ 1,..., n + 1)
for which (16), or equivalently, (15) holds. Therefore the assertion of Theorem 1 is estab‑
lished.

Remark1.Itmayhappenthatinthecondition(14)theequalityholds.Forexample,it
happenswhen,onS2,centersof3circlesSi,S2andS3lieonanequatorandtheirradiiareall
n
equalto‑

3●

4. Relation between the radii of 〟+2 mutually tangent spheres
●

●

●

Returning to our problem stated in the section 1, we shall solve it by reducing it to a
corresponding problem in R. For this purpose, we introduce the stereographic projection /
from Sn to R. It can be defined explicitly by

盲=f(x,y)=1‑y
where ¥ denotes a point in R" and (x, y) denotes a point on Sw, in other words, x is a n‑
●

dimensional vector and y is a real number for which Ixl +y =1 holds. Then we can see the
●

following lemma easily.

Lemma 5. Let Kbe a sphere on Sn with centerat (a, b) and radiusぢandassume that cos r ≠b･
sinr

and radius
Then the imagef(K) is a sphere in R with center at cosr‑b
cosr‑b

Let S,‑(i = 1, 2,..., n + 1) be mutually tangent spheres, and denote centers and radii of the
spheres/(S/) (/= 1, 2,..., n + 1) byv/ and p/Assuming cos r,‑ =f bt forall i, we have, by Lemma5,
aォ

(17)

γ∫ =

sin

r;

andp =
cosr.‑bi

‥

cosr,‑b

●

The following proposotion will play a crucial role in solving our problem.
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Proposition 1. Bymoving then + 1 spheres S, (/= 1, 2,..., n + 1) appropriatelyon S while
preserving their relativepositions, we can make all p/ (i = 1, 2,..., n + I) to have a common
value independent of i.

Proof.First,assumingtheconsequenceofthepropositiontobetrue,anddenotingthecom‑
monvalueofp,‑(i=1,2,...,n+1)simplybyp,weshalldeterminethiscommonvaluep.From
(17),wehave
(18)EL
si‑n一三･
Nowweintroducea(n+1)×(n+1)‑matrixA=(ay)definedby
a,a/
(19)aij=㌃●号●
Becauseof(15)and(18),theformula(19)isrewrittenas

2J′

1H

(20)

1

=

=r

p

p2

Thus the matrixA coinsides withA(u) with u = 1 / p, which was defined by (4) in the section
2. Since af‑ 's are n‑dimensional vectors, A is a degenerate matrix, and so, detA ‑ 0. Accord‑
●

ingly, Lemma 2 implies that p must satisfy a quadratic equation

(21)

2(n‑1)p2‑4rip+((n+l)r2+2(ォ+l)‑712)‑0.

By the way, from Theorem 1, it follows that the determinant of the quadratic equation (21) is
nonnegative. Thus we see that the quadratic equation(21) has two positive roots.
Now, let p have the value which is equal to one of the positive roots of (21). If we
consider a matrix A(l/p), then Lemma 4 shows that A(l/p) is singular and non‑negative defi‑
nite. Accordingly, by Lemma 1, there exist 〟‑dimensional vectors a了s for which (19) hold.
Settingbi (i = 1, 2,..., n + 1) by (18), we can derive (15). Thus the assertion of the proposition
is established.

Now, turning our attention to the sphere So, we denote its center by (ao,&o),where ao is an
^‑dimensional vector and bo is a real number such that #o

+bi = ¥. Moreover, denote the

center of the sphere /(So) by yq and its radius po. By Lemma 5, we have
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ao

γo=

(22)

̲ ｣ー

andpo =

sinro

cosro ‑bo cosr0 ‑bo

Then, from Proposition 1, we can deduce the following lemma.
●

Lemma 6. Suppose that the n+¥ spheres Si (i = 1, 2,..., n + I) have the configuration such
that all p, have a commom valuep. Then

,((､

1

(23)

(n+1)±蝣J2n(n+1)

1

＼pon‑¥
(24)γ+1‑蕊(27i‑(/i‑1)p)

Proof.Notethat,sincespheresS/(i=0,1,2,...,n+1)aremutuallytangent,spheres/(S/)
(i=0,1,2,...,n+1)arealsomutuallytangent.Accordingly,usingtheformula(1),weobtain
(23)immediately.Nowweshallprove(24).Undertheassumptionofthelemma,yt(i=1,2,...,n+1)
'sformasystemofverticesofafz‑dimensionalregularsimplex.Accordinglywehave
1n+1
γo=完石言γi･

Notethaty,‑=pa,7s7becauseof(17).Then,using(19)and(20),wecanproceedasfollows:

M震妄n+¥n+lo告

n+¥
<サ+i>'l｣(1+告>享?<‑'^‑7"
1
㌃言‑(n‑1)p2+2p7]‑(n+l))

Hence (24) follows immediately.

Now we prove our main theorem.

ProofofMain Theorem. Using (22), we have

(25)

2才｡=lγ +1
‑A).

Po
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Then, substituting (23) and (24) into (25), we get

(26)

*o=n‑V ±

Now, solving the quadratic equation (21) explicitly, we have as its smaller positive root

27

P=

(r,z ‑(n‑1)r2 ‑2(n‑1))

Then, substituting (27) into (26), we obtain

(28) to‑吉71ア

n(r,z ‑(n‑1)r2 ‑2(n‑1))

From this last expression (28), we can easily derive the formula (2) of Main Theorem.

Remark 2. In the proof of Main Theorem, if we use the larger positive root of the quadratic
equation (21) instead of the smaller one (27), then we obtain

to‑吉7i+

n(Tf ‑(n‑1)T2 ‑2(n‑1))

This means that by the streographic projection / corresponding to the larger positive root, the
smaller sphere So is projected to the larger one /(So), while by / corresponding to the smaller
●

positive root, the smaller sphere is projected to the smaller one.

Remark3.Formutuallytangentn+1spheresontherc‑dimensionalspherewithradius/?,
theformula(2)statedinMainTheoremneedstobemodifiedas
(拙〕fn+¥
‑n¥xcot2
¥i=｡意+2.

Obviously, when R tends to infinity, this formula reduces to (1).
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